Cultural differences and neural correlates of cognitive insight in schizophrenia.
Cognitive insight refers to a person's ability to examine their psychotic experiences and the inferences they draw from these experiences. Several studies suggest that cultural factors influence cognitive insight and the processes involved therein; a few studies have suggested differences between Western and Asian societies. However, there are no studies on cognitive insight and its neural correlates in non-Western populations. Hence, we examined factor structure of Beck's cognitive insight scale (BCIS) in a large sample of patients with schizophrenia (SCZ) and healthy volunteers (HV) from India and assessed the relationship between cortical thickness and cognitive insight. We recruited 240 participants (SCZ-140; HV-100). Of these, 58 participants (SCZ-33; HV-25) underwent magnetic resonance imaging. We found a three-factor structure for BCIS which is different from the original two factor structure; self-reflection (SR) of original two-factor structure was sub-divided into- SR1, introspection and SR2, openness to feedback. There was a significant difference between HV and SCZ in the new factors, SR1 and SR2 but not in the original SR factor. Difference was also seen on MRI analysis; while there was a significant positive correlation between original SR factor and thickness of right posterior cingulate cortex, SR2 was positively correlated with thickness of left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex. The difference in factor structure in Indian participants and their distinct neural correlates point to cultural differences in cognitive insight. While in western societies the constructs of introspection and openness to feedback might integrate, they might be separate entities in Asian population.